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How Can You Monitor Environmental, Social and Ethical 
Risks of Thousands of Suppliers Worldwide?



Procurement Is Evolving 

With today’s complex and global supply 
chains, you are responsible for the actions 
you and your suppliers take.

But just complying isn’t good enough.
Leaders go beyond compliance and 
use ethical business practices to drive 
innovation and growth.

Ecovadis: Simple, Global, Reliable Ratings 

EcoVadis has created a global sustainability rating system that combines expertise and technology 
to deliver easy-to-understand supplier CSR Scorecards covering environment, labor practices and 
ethics, worldwide.

Buyers 

• Identify risks

• Reward performers

• Respond faster

• Turnkey supplier onboarding

Suppliers

•Avoid redundant surveys

•Profile-adapted questionnaire

•Benchmarks & Best practices

•Communicate & Improve

2,500   
Data Sources

21 CSR  
Indicators

45,000  
Customers 

150  
Countries 

188 Purchasing 
Categories

70% Improve  
Performance



Combining Process, Expertise & Platform 

Platform: Supply Chain CSR Dashboard & Tools

People: Expertise as Our Core Asset 

The EcoVadis team is composed of over 
600 highly talented professionals from 40+ 
nationalities, including a team of more than  
150 experienced sustainability analysts. 

EcoVadis is provided as Software-as-a-Service. All services (data analysis, supplier support, 
regulatory watch) and software (mutualized Scorecard sharing, benchmark tools, etc.) are 
integrated, maximizing scalability and minimizing workload for your internal teams.

EcoVadis is designed to integrate seamlessly with your existing procurement tools  such as Tradeshift, Pool4Tool, SAP 
Ariba, Synertrade, Bravo Solution, lvalua and more) in order to facilitate the adoption and roll out of your Sustainable 
Procurement program.

Our Methodology

The EcoVadis methodology is based on  
a framework of 21 CSR criteria grouped into  
4 core themes (listed below). The methodology 
is oasea on leading CSR standards such as 
GRI, Global Compact and ISO 26000, and 
is supervised by an internnational scientific  
committee. 

• Collaborative corrective action tools

• Portfolio statistics and comparison

• 360 ° watch

• Supplier onboardingprogress

• Prioritize Improvement Areas

• Identify best practices

• Benchmark suppliers’ performance 

• Supplier score overview

Environment

• Energy & GHGs
• Water
• Biodiversity
• Pollution
• Materials & Waste
• Product Use
• Customer Safety
• Advocacy

Social

• Employee Health  
    & Safety
• Working Conditions
• Social Dialogue
• Career Management  
    & Training
• Child & Forced Labor
• Discrimination  
    & Harassment
• Fundamental Human 
    Rights 

Ethics

• Corruption & Bribery
• Anti-competitive 
    practices
• Data Security

Supply Chain

• Supplier  
    Environmental  
    Performance
• Supplier Social 
    Performance  



Reliable, Global Ratings for Better Procurement Decisions 

     188 categories, 150 countries

     2,500 data sources

     200+ regulations, CSR initiatives,       
     certificates and labels covered

How We Create Value 

Visit www.ecovadis.com/customer-stories for more success stories.

Save Cost and Time, Accelerate Adoption

     80% costs reduction compared to in-house

     Pre-emptively reduce risk and disruptions

     Up to 90% supplier onboarding rate

     Integrated with leading software

More than 45,000 customers including over 150 global procurement organizations use EcoVadis, 
including:

www.ecovadis.com I sales@ecovadis.com 

“The open and collaborative platform minimizes  
redundant work for suppliers.”

“The EcoVadis rating system enables us to increase  
the number of suppliers assessed and focus our 
internal resources on action plans and follow-ups 
with suppliers identified as potential CSR risks.” 

Here Are Few Ways EcoVadis Ratings Are Being Used by Our Customers 

     Weighted criteria for RFP/tenders

     Thresholds for supplier recognition

     Selection method for supplier innovation 

     API software integration (Tradeshift, lvalua, SAP  Ariba)


